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Prioritize Yourself
   

“After I put forth great effort, I sat quietly silent, feeling proud knowing I’d succeed!” 

Month & Year of: 

Month
at a Glance

                                      MONDAY                                                                    TUESDAY                                                                    WEDNESDAY                                                           THUSDAY                           
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                                                  FRIDAY                                                                       SATURDAY                                                                    SUNDAY                                                                      NOTES                          

Make time for you - write in your journal - get rid of the blasted guilt - stop saying yes to everyone - ask for help 
- love the skin you’re in - let go of areas you can’t control - breathe - smile - know that who you are, is capable - 

know that if you don’t like your life you can change it - embrace yourself and your emotions - surround yourself with 
positive influence and people. 

Bring back a smile!
Do somethng this month 
that brings back a smile 

you’ve not seen in a while. 
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Let life love you,
     believe in you,
     make you fearless in truth,
      and ditch the excuses

Looking at your wheel of life, what are 
three - five words that describe your life?
Exampl: busy, tired, confused, sad, happy... 

Rate self-awareness from 1-10, 10 being best.

Self-Reflection

Self-Participation

Self-Perception

(Do you participate in your own happiness or sadness?)

Prioritize you, lest you lose you!

What would you like to change? 
Example: less tired, less confused, happier...

• What area do you feel most comfortable in, and why? 

• What area are you most uncomfortable, and why?

Love
Family
Social

Finance
Career
World

Personal
Development

Reputation

Physical Health
Mental Health

Emotions
Spirituality

Wheel Of Life

Let’s find out more about you first.  
Imagine you’re in the center of the Wheel of Life Circle look around at 
the different directions, is there anything missing from the wheel? 

•  What is one thing that must be done to balance the wheel?

You are a star looking down on your own life. Shine your light where you want to go. 

Month:

Monthly

Focus ListDiscover You Sheet

The idea behind prioritizing yourself starts with discovering you again and related to reviving your best self. Your 
best self knows giving too much too long is harmful, regardless of how admirable it may appear. And lack of 
prioritizing is consistent across the spectrum of life situations; it doesn’t really matter why you neglect something. 
The results are similar. When the amount of physical and emotional energy you expend surpasses your reserves, 
your coping mechanisms will shut down, anxiety and stress cause further problems: lack of sleep, productivity, and 
ability to enjoy life. Sometimes it’s a simple matter of being too busy to organize, too caring to say no, too caught 
up to see the whole picture, and it’s up to you to take control of you, your life, your future. 
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• Why are these three goals important? 

1st

2nd

3rd

• How would these three goals affect your future if accomplished? 

• What would you lose if you did not accomplish them? 

Priority & Plan
“Only through a plan with arduous work will you makd time for yourself. You can do it!”

First Week / Second Week /

Third Week / Fourth Week /

Refresh - Recharge - Enjoy

Secret Goals

irst, be sure of your goals. The SuperPower Habits course is a great 
way to examine your choices and ensure your goals align with your 

true values. Bullet all your wanna-be goals in the Monday - Sunday boxes 
to the left. Analyze, chose, and circle 1-5 for your Priority Goals. Regard-
less of whether the goals are the same as listed in the left-hand boxes, 
write three separate goals below: One you believe will never happen or 
is quite tricky, one you need, and one that makes you smile. We will call 
these three “Secrete Goals.” If one goal is happiness related, think back: 
was it a happy but challenging or a life-changing moment? If yes, circle it. 

Month’s 
Personal Goals for “Me Time”

Month of:

F
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Notes on Goals Being tired becomes real when we fall behind with our obligations - and when we don’t take 
care of ourselves, our bodies rebel. We need to exercise, but who has time. This is where 

you don’t overthink it, follow the Superpower habits guide, and set goals you can’t fail. Exam-
ple: I will stop, sit in the garden or my secret place, and think of doing nothing for one minute. 

• How do you feel writing this action step? Be honest, write whatever you feel even if 
it’s negative.

• I understand how my goals will benefit me long-term, but will they affect me this 
month and how? 

• What is my main goal for this month, and how will I make it happen? (Keep it very 
small.) Remember how Superpower Habit work. One minute goals! 

“When we reach a goal we reach ourselves ”

From the Discover You Sheet, list at least one of the things you want to change from 
your Focus List, and write it as an action list. Then calendar it in on your Weekly Cal-
endar Sheet, and journal your thoughts in the Notes and Goals on this page.

One action creates a reaction, rock on to be that great reaction.

Goals To Prioritize You
Weekly Action Lists & Notes

Women who make their goals:

Are not working 50 hour weeks, 
they are living 50 hour weeks. Be in control.

Month:
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Week 1 /

Week 3 /

Week 2 /

Week 4/

The brain does some of its best work when it’s not trying.

See the beauty of today, look in the mirror.

Don’t make a living, create a life.

Make a happy list and go have some fun.

You can do better
because of tiny gifts 

that come to us each day

Everything has a purpose
 that must be met for its life’s fulfillment - A bird must fly, 

a tiger hunts, a man must build something. Chose that 
something that meets your life’s fulfillment, 

lest you become a tiger trying to fly...”

Weekly 
Calendar Sheet
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Be accountable, journal each day for a better you.

Finish the daily quotes describing yourself and write your thoughts and accomplishments 
at the end of each day. There’s simply no better way to defeat stress and anxiety while 

learning about yourself than to write things down. But remember, for every negative expe-
rience you write about, it’s essential to write the flip side, turning negative into positive. 
There are examples on page xx. If you need writing prompts, ask yourself: What stressed me 
this week? What was the best part of my day? What activity was special? Did I daydream, 
and about what? What did I accomplish even on the smallest scale that prioritized me? 

Week 1/
I’m proud of myself for...

as the sun rises, so do you
with the power to light each day.

Week 2 /
I’m beautiful because...

You can do anything,Thoughts & Accomplishments
for Each Week

Month:
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Week 4 /
My best attribute shows up when I...

Week 3 /
I’m planning something I’ve never done. I will...

Be aware of everything
   From the tips of your toes to the hair on your head. 

Be aware and grateful for every inch.
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• Using your answer above, what helpful activity first comes to mind when thinking of 
your answer? For example, if your answer was “Relax More,” an answer could be “Spa-
Day” Don’t overthink it. Have fun and plan a retreat even if you think it’s impossible.

You either have it or you don’t,

So it’s said, but what they don’t say is we all suck start-
ing new things. You won’t know if you have it. If you 
don’t try, try, and try again. 

What Stood Out This Month 

Why?  
 I was most happy this week when I...

• What accomplishment made me the happiest, and how can I do more next 
month?

• List 5 Related Things and Feelings connected to your success. 

Write the related things you are drawn to the most and list why. 

Example: A stay at home mom took the day off while her family took care of the house. 
Related Things and feelings could be: worried about leaving the kids alone, ecstatic to 
be away, I don’t know how to relax, I need to practice more by doing this again soon.. 
I’m too old or young for this; I should start a blog and help other moms learn to relax.

More About You
What Stood Out This Month
I need a xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx

1st Month:
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Love and work are what we

and if we chose

were born for

well, it’s how we die happy.

Notes
This Month
Love what you do and forever be on a natural pain killer

A Chilling Month of Success
Indeed this week is yours

For sure, your efforts will reap rewards
and nothing lurking shall remove it...

Random notes on what 
makes you happy.

Random notes on what
 makes you sad.

Why are you happy or sad?

My Plans to Give Back

1st Month:
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“When we’re grateful, we see better, hear better, and are better.”

1st

2nd

3rd

•  Three things you’re most grateful for this week. 

Weekly
Gratitude

This month

What I’m most grateful for?

Week 1  / Week 2  /

Week 4  /

• Why are you grateful for these things?

Week 3  /

It was a rainy morning. I remember the incredible sound of drops 
tapping on my window. My room lit up as I awoke this day after 
a long period of stress. I had grown accustomed to feeling almost 
nauseous 4 out of 7 days the moment my eyes opened. But this day, 
I cried because I did not feel the overwhelming pain. I felt happiness. 
Why? I was grateful for everything. Smiling through challenges takes 
being grateful, but when you are, doors open.

Month:
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Post your pictures, receipts, memorabilia, and remember the 

everyday moments that make you who you are.

Love

Day at w
ork

Project in
 m

otion

Paste pictures throughout the planner. It 

doesn’t matter where, over notes, or sched-

ules, I tape the top of the picture, so I can 

look under them at what I’ve written. It’s fun 

to look back and remember.

A m
om

ent of tears - prom
otion - helping som

eone - forgiving - you did it m
om

ent- tim
e w

ith fam
ily - a pet - baking - cooking - and etc.

Th
at

 va
ca

tio
n 

w
he

re
 yo

u 
fe

lt 
an

 o
ld

 sp
ar

k i
n 

lif
e 

- s
ay

in
g 

no
 to

 so
m

et
hi

ng
 w

ro
ng

 - 
ye

s t
o 

th
at

 yo
ga

 cl
as

s y
ou

’v
e 

w
an

te
d.

Remember the everyday moments that make you who you are ... remember the times you took for yourself and how it helped you with productivity, staying calm and...

Small but important - that ice-cream cone  where you laughed - a coffee with  that person - time for a love transition - the aha moment - meeting a new or old friend ...

“Give your life a chance, be happy!”

Dreams

Something meaningful

Time you took for yourself

Any picture that made your day

Posting Page
Pictures, Receipts, and Memorabilia
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Habits
Let’s Manage Them
The good,the bad, and the ugly.

Make Happiness a Habit
And  habits become happiness

Week 1 / Week 2 /

Week 3 /

Use the boxes left to list the weekly habits that exist in your life today, including 
the negative and positive. After filling in the boxes, review your month and list 

below the two most important positive and negative habits you want to develop 
or need to change? 

Notes:

Positive

Negative

• Why change these two, and how will it affect your future? 

Daily - Weekly - Monthly

Create and review habits

Week 4 /

Month:
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This worksheet will help you actively create and maintain positive daily habits that you can stick to. Track both positive and neg-
ative, but no more than 1-5 of each at a time. At the end of the month, identify your current habits and discover patterns - set 

goals to break negative activities - build good habits - find out where you fall off - keep accountable - create a permanent log for future 
reviews. 

You Got This!
Could this be the day you waited for? 

Best success? Worst failure? Where did I fall off? How far did I come? How I feel with my success?

Negative Habits

Habits and Goals Tracker
Chart & find your Superpower
 Follow your progress and create great habits!

Positive Habits

Month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12111098 13 14 15 16 17 1918 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31Day

Day of Week

Total

Month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12111098 13 14 15 16 17 1918 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31Day

Day of Week

Total

                  “Creating habits 
                      is like gathering
                        tiny stones, 
                  stack them daily 
                     and build a fortress 
                            no one can break!”  

T

Month:
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S     ecrets learned: circle words below that apply to secrets I 
learned about myself, and write a sentence describing why.

“If, it will be, it’s up to me”

H          abits: list habits I’m breaking and those I’m 
       creating.

Thoughts Become Real 
when  you write them down 

and revisit them regularly

Dreams - Hopes - Success/Failures

Stress - Worry - Depression

Truth - Lies - Complacencies 

A       ccomplishments: name my top four.

G       ratitude: what made me the happiest this 
month?

Why these four?

1.
2.
3.
4.

What did not happen this month, and why? 

Write 1-3 words that describe how I feel about what 
I’ve learned this month. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Results
& Reflections Learned
Secrets learned for a life you’ll love

1st Month:

Self perception - Reflection - Participation
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Your purpose will become bigger 
than your fear. 

        What positive effects do I feel from the secrets I learned about my-
self. And how will it change my future? 

What obstacles, fears, or worry did I discover in myself this month?1

2
4  Did I enjoy learning this month? What was the most enjoyable? 

 How can I learn more next month?

       What action can I take to improve?3

The courage 
to be vulnerable is the 

price to owning yourself. 

Enjoy the success, you did it!

We all have secrets, things we might not think about 
for a long time, dreams, hopes, wishes. When your 
life is too busy, it’s tough to answer questions like, 
“What secrets did you find about you?” But they are 
there, and sometimes they don’t surface for several 
months, but as you prioritize you, they will come. You 
will see them clearly if you don’t give up. 
One of my secrets which didn’t surface for months 
was my desire to create this Priority Calander you’re 
reading now, but it’s now as normal as breathing air. 
I’ve got a dozen more on the fire as we speak.


